INTELLECTUAL    LIFE    AFTER    THE   INVASION
In other words, the Mediterranean unity which was the essential
feature of this ancient world was maintained in all its various
manifestations. The increasing Hellenization of the Orient did not
prevent it from continuing to influence the Occident by its com-
merce, its art, and the vicissitudes of its religious life. To a certain
extent, as we have seen, the Occident was becoming Byzantinized.
And this explains Justinian's impulse of reconquest, which almost
restored die Mediterranean to the status of a Roman lake. And
regarding it from our point of view, it is, of course, plainly apparent
that this Empire could not last. But this was not the view of its
contemporaries. The Lombard invasion was certainly less important
than has been supposed. The striking thing about it is its tardiness.
Justinian's Mediterranean policy—and it really was a Mediter-
ranean policy, since he sacrificed to this policy his conflicts with
the Persians and the Slavs—was in tune with the Mediterranean
spirit of European civilization as a whole from the 5th to the yth
century. It is on the shores of this mare nostrum that we find all
the specific manifestations of the life of the epoch. Commerce
gravitated toward the sea, as under the Empire; there the last
representatives of the ancient literature—Boetius, Cassiodorus—
wrote their works; diere, with Caesarius of Aries, and Gregory the
Great, die new literature of the Church was born and began to
develop; there writers like Isidore of Seville made the inventory
of civilization from which the Middle Ages obtained their know-
ledge of antiquity; there, at L6rins, or at Monte Cassino, monasti-
cism, coming from the Orient, was acclimatized to its Occidental
environment; from the shores of the Mediterranean came the
missionaries who converted England, and it was there that arose
the characteristic monuments of that Hellenistico-Oriental art
which seemed destined to become the art of the Occident, as it
had remained that of the Orient.
There was as yet nothing, in the 7th century, that seemed to
announce the end of the community of civilization established by
the Roman Empire from the Pillars of -Hercules to the Aegean
Sea and from the shores of Egypt and Africa to those of Italy, '
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